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Competitive, open 

mobile internet access 

Is this important 

for Europe? 

The core issue 
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Rewheel/Digital Fuel Monitor was the first consultancy to detect 
and reportⁱ⁾ an alarming market development that threatens the 

future of open mobile internet access in Europe. Big EU telcos, 

eager to take full control of the online media and cloud markets, are 

forcing consumers to their own media and cloud applications by 

severely restricting open mobile internet access volume allowances 

while at the same time not counting the volume generated by their 

own media and cloud apps in the end-users’ usage allowances.      

Will Europe turn a 

blind eye to this? 

ⁱ⁾ http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/3ba4a3ea-b128-11e3-9548-00144feab7de.html (Financial Times, 23 Mach 2014)  

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303978304579475220392710580 (Wall Street Journal, 1 April 2014)  

http://gigaom.com/2014/04/26/forget-fast-lanes-the-real-threat-for-net-neutrality-is-zero-rated-mobile-traffic/ (GigaOm, 26 April 2014)  
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Competitive open mobile internet access should 

be Europe’s top priority! 

 Growth and innovation: the internet economy is growing at over seven times 

the rate of the rest of the economy, the main source of internet innovation is 

mobility  

 

 Enterpreneurship and start-ups: innovative internet economy start-ups and 

SMEs needs to be able to compete on a level playing field with potenitial internet 

economy gate keepers: both with dominant incumbent  internet companies (like 

Google and Apple) and with telecom operators 

 

 Digital divide: competitive open mobile internet access has all the potential to 

make access to online media, digital resources & knowledge, cloud storage & 

computing affordable for all (via cheap smartphones, tablets, laptops) 

 

Open mobile internet access is becoming the prime fuel of Europe’s digital economy and 

information society. Competitive open mobile internet access is as essential to the 

competitiveness of Europe’s internet economy and information society as competitively priced 

energy is for the traditional economy and society. 
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Thematic sections 

The big picture – A critical look into the uncertain future of open internet! 

 

Competitiveness of open mobile internet access – Empirical evidences from 

Digital Fuel Monitor 

 

European Single Market for telecoms – A genuine one? 

 

European Single Market for telecoms – Is Connected Continent the right way to 

go? 

 

Relevant markets – Are they any longer relevant? 

 

Consolidation – What is really behind it and will it increase investment in open 

internet infrastructure? 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 
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Section A 

The big picture – A critical look into 

the uncertain future of open internet! 
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Telecoms has lost the battle with Internet (‘tech’ world) in the fixed 

space but hasn’t given up yet in mobile! 

Fixed 

Users got used to 

unlimited or quasi unlimited volume caps 

Users got used to 

no blocking or throttling 

Public WiFi Genuine mobility 

Users got used to 

free open internet access 

Users got used to 

VERY RESTRICITVE volume caps (in most 

markets) 

Users got used to (more or less, depending 

on market) 

some blocking or throttling 

Telco world lost the battle for controlling OTT 

apps (‘tech world’) in the fixed world (at home, 

work and nomadic use cases) 

Telco world still has (believes to have) a chance to 

cement control over OTT apps in the mobile 

space. Primarily traffic-heavy apps: video, cloud 

 

How? Keep open internet volume caps very low, 

while zero-rate volume consumption of own and 

partners’ traffic-heavy apps 

No legal obligation in license conditions, EU 

framework to allocate spectrum, network 

capacity to open internet access (!)  

“Mobile internet is different, it is expensive” 

public perception 

“Fibre has unlimited capacity” public 

perception 

at home, work 

perfect user experience 

nomadic 

imperfect user experience 

workaround solution 

 

anywhere, anytime 

perfect user experience (HD videos, etc) 

PAST FUTURE 
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Telecoms has lost the battle with Internet (‘tech’ world) in the fixed 

space but hasn’t given up yet in mobile! 

Genuine mobility 

Users got used to 

VERY RESTRICITVE volume caps (in most 

markets) 

Users got used to (more or less, depending 

on market) 

some blocking or throttling 

Keep open internet volume caps very restrictive despite 4G, 

LTE-A, 5G upgrades, small cells, etc offering large capacity at very 

low marginal cost (preserve cost advantage for own apps) 

No legal obligation in license conditions, EU 

framework to allocate spectrum, network 

capacity to open internet access (!)  

“Mobile internet is different, it is expensive” 

public perception 

Lobby for fixed-only netneutrality rules (“mobile is different”) 

Zero-rate own & partner app volume consumption (launch a la 

carte app menu propositions) 

Consolidation! Eliminate maverick mobile operators/ISPs that 

would offer what consumers really need & want & ready pay for 

(the only  proven killer app): affordable, high accommodative 

volume allowance open mobile internet access 

Pretend the mobile markets are competitive: MVNOs, WiFi 

Position Telecom vs Internet battle as “EU” vs “US” 

(Merkel!) – even if it is killing European independent tech startups 

and digital innovation as much 

10 main fronts to capture 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

Leverage incumbent infrasturcture supplier lobby super power 8 

Use the “preserving jobs” political wild card 9 

5 

Lobby for EU legal framework (spectrum, roaming) that 

discriminates smaller wireless players – driving down their 

valuations, making them easy takeover targets, shuts out new 

entrants (25y spectrum licenses, cross-border harmonization) 

10 
Make deals (zero-rating) with most powerful Internet/tech 

incumbents  

FUTURE 

anywhere, anytime 

perfect user experience 

(HD videos, cloud computing etc) 



1 gigabyte 4G open 

internet, all-you-can 

eat minutes & SMS 
€30/month 

+€5/month Unlimited Facebook 

& WhatsApp & Joyn 

+€5/month Unlimited 

Spotify 

Unlimited  

YouTube 
+€10/month 

50 Gbyte telco cloud 

storage +€10/month 

15 local news & cable 

TV channels telco 

MobileTV 

+€10/month 

“Consolidation & volume price discrimination are open internet killers” 

© Digital Fuel Monitor – monitoring mobile internet connectivity competitiveness in EU & OECD dfmonitor.eu twitter: @dfmonitor 

Unlimited 

HD Netflix 
+€15/month 

Unlimited  

Google Maps 
+€5/month 

Very restrictive open internet volume caps. But don’t worry: you are free to 

chose any add-on app, with unlimited usage  (zero-rated) ,from your mobile 

operator’s  a la care menu 

German model (2016) 
Telcos pick internet-content, -media 

winners & losers 

Nordic & UK model 
Telcos stick to provide free open 

mobile internet access 

practically unlimited  

gigabytes (or very 

affordable incremental 

volumes) 4G open internet, 

all-you-can eat minutes & 

SMS 

€20-30/month 

Fixed-broadband-like  high volume caps on mobile internet tariffs.  Plenty of 

volume allowance for users to chose and use any app from the open 

internet. 

Competitive 

mobile internet 

access market 

Open internet-

content 

market Vertically integrated 

oligopolistic mobile 

internet access + 

content market 

 

Controlled by telcos 
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The mobile app opportunity from an incumbent mobile operator’s 

‘Chief Digital Services Officer’ perspective 

open mobile internet access 

Telco 

MobileTV 

app 

Telco 

Mobile 

Cloud Storage 

app 

Telco 

 Mobile 

Payment 

app 

Telco 

 partner 

music 

streaming 

app 

Telco 

 partner 

video 

streaming 

app 

Telco 

 Cloud 

computing 

app 

Telco 

 machine-

to-machine 

solution 

Collectively 

foreclose the 

market by hard 

restrictive volume 

caps & very 

expensive 

incremental 

volumes 

Telco’s own digital 

services portfolio 

Large growth potential 

(since consumers have 

no other choice) 

Zero-rated apps don’t 

consume open internet 

volume quota 

Joyn 

messaigng  

+ video 

[source of 

innovation, 

equal 

opportunity, 

Knowledge, 

job creation, 

investment, 

etc  what 

society, economy 

would need] 

Tracks 

prices, 

competi-

veness 

Pent up consumer 

demand for buying just 

this from the operators 

(pretty much the only 

proven killer app). But if 

operators collectively 

refuse to sell...? 
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The mobile app opportunity from an incumbent mobile operator’s 

‘Chief Digital Services Officer’ perspective 

open mobile internet access 

Pent up consumer 

demand for buying just 

this from the operators 

(pretty much the only 

proven killer app). But if 

operators collectively 

refuse to sell...? 

[source of 

innovation, 

equal 

opportunity, 

Knowledge, 

job creation, 

investment, 

etc  what 

society, economy 

would need] 

EU Commission, 

Digital Agenda 

Scoreboard does 

NOT track prices, 

competitivenes! 

(WHY?!) 

Tracks 

prices, 

competi-

veness 

IS THIS 

IMPORTANT 

FOR EUROPE 

AT ALL? 

Collectively 

foreclose the 

market by hard 

restrictive volume 

caps & very 

expensive 

incremental 

volumes 
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Digital economy & media: Telcos in control, independent open 

internet media & cloud apps marginalised 

Big Telco – Big OTT members only club cutting deals, dividing territories, locking out 

disruptors (startups) 

Open internet 

Transparent, gigabyte 

consumption based pricing 

Gigabytes heavily overpriced 

Walled Gardens 

Untransparent, deal based end user pricing 

Small, innovative start ups 

lose out 

Got big enough? 

maybe you can 

join the members 

only club 
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Independent ‘maverick’ mobile ISPs can break the ‘circle’ 

MNO 

A 

MNO 

B 

MNO 

C 

FTTH 

X 

DSL 

Y 

Cable 

Z 

WiFi WiFi WiFi LTE LTE LTE 

Metro Fibre  

1 

Metro 

Microwave 2 

1 

Metro Ethernet 

3 

Backbone 

I 

Backbone 

II 

Telco 

Apps 

platform 

Telco 

business 

partner 

Apps 

platform  

Pipes 

(Telcos) 

Content 

(“OTT”) 

gigabytes, heavily 

overpriced 

Inde- 

pendent 

App  

Inde- 

pendent 

App  

Inde- 

pendent 

App  

Inde- 

pendent 

App  

Gigabytes “zero rated” 

not counted. Pay per 

transaction, etc 

Cutting deals. 

MNO 

Maverick 

LTE 

Affordable 

gigabytes! 

Genuine 

competition 

Friendly competition 

C
u
tt

in
g
 d

e
a
ls

 

N
o
 d

e
a
ls

! 
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From policy perspective: a capacity allocation issue. How much 

capacity of scarce public spectrum resources should be preserved 

for open internet access? 

Total radio 

spectrum capacity 

licensed to mobile 

operator 

Utilised for open 

internet access 

Reserved for the 

operators’ own 

‘non-internet 

electronic 

communications 

services’ 

- CS Voice or Voice over LTE 

- Telco Mobile TV 

- Telco Mobile Cloud Storage 

- Telco Mobile Cloud Computing 

- Telco partner video streaming 

 

Commercial mechanisms to limit open 

internet usage 

 

- Very low volume caps 

- Overpriced incremental volume 

 

- Limited data rate 

- Overpriced incremental data rate  

 

Does EU law specify how much of the licensed radio spectrum capacity must be used to provide 

‘open internet access’ service? (No) What prevents mobile operators from collectively limiting the 

share of capacity allocated for open internet access? What prevents fixed-line operators to allocate 

most of the physicial capacity of their fibres, coaxial cables for ‘non-internet’ electronic 

communications services (e.g. IPTV)? 
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Section B 

Competitiveness of 

open mobile internet 

access – Empirical 

evidences from Digital 

Fuel Monitor 

open mobile internet access 

Pent up consumer 

demand for buying just 

this from the operators. 

But if operators 

collectively refuse to 

sell...? 

[source of 

innovation, 

equal 

opportunity, 

Knowledge, 

job creation, 

investment, 

etc  what 

society, economy 

would need] 

EU Commission, 

Digital Agenda 

Scoreboard does 

NOT track prices, 

competitivenes! 

(WHY?!) 

Tracks prices, 

competiveness! 

Collectively 

foreclose the 

market by hard 

restrictive volume 

caps & very 

expensive 

incremental 

volumes 
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Empirical evidence: big European telcos, if not challenged by  

smaller independent players, heavily overprice open mobile 

internet access 

Source: dfmonitor.eu Source: dfmonitor.eu/FI 

Finland Grey bars: no challenger mobile operator in the market 
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Price vs data volume allowance scatter plot reveals the 

incremental price per gigabytes (marginal retail gigabyte cost) 

Slope of the trendline 

represents marginal 

retail cost of gigabytes 

Slope of the trendline 

represents marginal 

retail cost of gigabytes 

Source: dfmonitor.eu/DE 
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Price vs data volume allowance scatter plot reveals the 

incremental price per gigabytes (marginal retail gigabyte cost) 

Slope of the trendline 

represents marginal 

retail cost of gigabytes 

Slope of the trendline 

represents marginal 

retail cost of gigabytes 

Source: dfmonitor.eu/DE 
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Two key metrics to frame mobile internet pricing strategies: price 

per incremental gigabyte (slope, marginal price) and 0 gigabyte 

base price (trend line intercept parameter) 

Source: dfmonitor.eu/DE 

0 gigabyte base 

price: intercept, 

where trendline 

crosses 0 GB 

axes: €40 

Slope: €5.7 per 

incremental 

gigabyte 
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Large (alarming, 100x) variations in terms of average marginal 

mobile internet access price per EU member state 

Source: dfmonitor.eu 

€0.17/GB  

€16.9/GB  
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Striking variations for the same operator group, depending on EU 

member state! Deutsche Telekom 

€1.24/GB  

€16.46/GB  

Greece 

€16.46/GB  

Austria 

€1.24/GB  

Source: dfmonitor.eu/DeutscheTelekom 
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Based on the two key pricing strategy metrics, we can observe 

great variation between member states 

Source: dfmonitor.eu 

In Finland the magrinal price is 

exceptionally low, while the base 

price is close to ARPU – but still 

below the EU average 

In Greece the magrinal price is 

exceptionally high, while the base 

price is also over the EU average 

In Germany both the 

marginal price and the 

base price are above 

EU average 
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Do Finnish-like genuine competition and mass-affordable open 

mobile internet gigabyte prices hurt infrastructure performance? 

Source: dfmonitor.eu/FI 

Most affordable prices Exceptional gigabyte traffic loads 

still: best perfroming networks   
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Section C 

European Single Market for telecoms –  

A genuine one? 
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European Single Market for telecoms – A genuine one? 

Not according to Commissioner Almunia and the Connected Continent will 

not really take us there.   

“It would be a market where customers can obtain services from any of the operators present in the EU, regardless 

of location” Joaquin Almunia Vice President of the European Commission responsible for Competition. 1 

“operators from any Member State could offer their services competitively to end customers throughout the EU” 

Joaquin Almunia. 2 

“in a genuine Single Market customers would not have to pay extra charges for intra-EU calls, or for roaming within 

the EU” Joaquin Almunia. 3 

“Market participants should also resist the temptation to use their commercial behaviour to create artificial barriers 

to intra-EU trade. Some mobile operators, active across several Member States, do not behave as truly European 

operators. This needs to change” Joaquin Almunia. 

4 

Like in electricity, consumers regardless of their location, must be free to choose a retail provider and be 

able to pay fees that are proportional to the production cost of the local mobile network they connect to. 5 

Unfortunately the Connected Continent only partially addresses the genuine requirements for the creation 

of a true European Single Market for telecoms. 6 
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Section D 
European Single Market for telecoms –  

Is Connected Continent the right way to go? 
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Spirit of Connected Continent and Commission’s improper tactics  

The Commission, without properly consulting institutional stakeholders (e.g. BEREC) 

packaged together unrelated provisions, labelled them as urgent “because EU is 

falling behind” and rushed them to Parliament just before the European elections 

trumpeting the populist  “end of roaming” campaign 

 

 
Spectrum harmonization 

Net-neutrality 

End of roaming 

Consumer protection 

Access to fixed broadband 

Single auth./Home NRA 

Commission proposal Parliament 1st reading 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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Connected Continent - Spectrum harmonization 

If the Council accepts these provisions Member States will effectively shed 

sovereign control of their most precious scarce digital resource; spectrum. 

All new and existing licenses must be harmonized throughout the EU member states to a minimum duration of 25 

years. 1 

The Commission grants itself the right to delay by one year spectrum auctions planned by Member States on 

various spectrum and assignment condition harmonization grounds or simply because of unequal treatment of pan-

European operators (e.g. If Vodafone has gained access to the 800MHz band it shall do so in all Member States 

otherwise its ability to offer a pan-European service could be compromised). 

2 

Moreover, the Commission can overwrite by means of implementing acts essential spectrum assignment 

conditions across the EU. 3 

So effectively Member States will have no means to promote investments, set minimum infrastructure coverage 

and spectrum use targets or promote competition (price level) in their domestic electronic communication market. 4 

If the Council accepts the Commission’s proposal adopted by the Parliament Member States will loose 

control of their electronic communication market. 5 

The spectrum harmonization provisions, contrary to VP Kroes rhetoric will not lead to pan-European 

operators. Their primary aim is to strengthen the dominance of big Member State national telco champions 

while turning smaller independent operators to easy by weakening them and marginalizing them. 

6 
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Connected Continent – Net neutrality & open mobile internet 

The European Parliament on its 2nd reading should adopt explicit provisions that ban all types 
(speed, priority, QoS, volume) and forms (discounting, rebating, sponsoring, zero-rating) of price 
discrimination over fixed or mobile internet.  

The European Parliament 1st reading amendments shut but not entirely seal the door to a two-tier internet 

envisaged by telco incumbents and tabled by the Commission. The Parliament substantially limited the scope, 

applicability and discriminatory nature of "Specialized Services“ that were proposed by the Commission  

1 

The European Parliament 1st reading amendments though do not explicitly prohibit volume price 

discrimination. Volume price discrimination, probably the most harmfull type of discrimination, is relevant on 

mobile internet where the volume is capped. 

2 

According to Digital Fuel Monitor data dfmonitor.eu 9 EU telcos are zero-rating the volume that their own 

or their OTT partner’s applications generate from the end-users allowance thus placing all 3rd party apps at 

a competitive disadvantage. 

7 

For speed capped fixed broadband internet access ‘fast lanes’ are application based differential speed caps. This 

discriminatory practice violates net neutrality and it is potentially anti-competitive. Similarly, for volume capped 

mobile broadband internet access ‘zero-rated lanes” are application based differential volume caps. Likewise, 

application based differential volume caps are discriminatory and potentially anticompetitive. 

3 

A zero-rated app is an offer consumers can’t refuse. If consumers choose a third-party app like Dropbox or Netflix, 

they will either need to use it only over Wi-Fi use or pay telcos hundreds of Euros to use data over 4G networks on 

their smartphones or tablets. 

4 

In markets like the U.S. and Germany, where open mobile internet gigabytes are excessively overpriced by all 

telcos, zero-rating bandwidth intensive apps like cloud storage and video streaming could be a game changer.  

Can consumers watch HD movies over tablets on a 2GB monthly data allowance? 

5 

Zero-rating the volume of selected bandwidth intensive apps (that is: giving these apps special unlimited 

volume caps) is a blunt potentially anti-competitive price discrimination. 6 
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Connected Continent – Finnish operator net neutral mobileTV apps  

vs. German operator discriminatory (zero-rated) mobileTV apps 

DNA Finland postpaid monthly smartphone (€25 4G 150Mbps) 
plans have no volume caps, no fair usage volume limits and no  
tethering or other application restrictions. So the telco own  
mobileTV app competes over the top will all other 3rd party apps  
on fair non-discriminatory terms  

T-Mobile customers must pay €50/month for a smartphone plan with 1GB of  
volume allowance and €72 for 5GB plan. The monthly end-user cost of watching  
daily one hour of standard definition video (30GB/month) offered by a third party,  
open internet video streaming  app over a smartphone on T-Mobile’s Germany  
mobile network is min €170. The cost will be three times that if the video is HD.  

In unlimited volume internet connections (e.g. most fixed broadband connections & Elisa/DNA 

Finland & Three UK mobile internet connections) all content and OTT app volume is zero-rated.   

T-Mobile’s mobileTV app volume is zero-rated  
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Connected Continent - Roaming 

So if these provisions are not amended by Parliament on its 2nd reading European consumers 

instead of receiving roaming bills while abroad in EU they will receive fair usage bills. 

The Parliament threw out the Commissions “anti-competitive” provisions that granted to big EU telcos and to their 

roaming alliances a discriminatory exemption from “decoupling”. 1 

The Commission had proposed that big telcos and roaming alliances should be exempted from the obligation of 

allowing customers to choose freely a roaming provider when travelling abroad in EU and pay domestic rates as of 

1st of July 2014. Such obligation was adopted in Regulation (EU) No 531/2012. 
2 

The Parliament 1st reading amendments stipulate that all providers shall offer roaming at domestic rates at latest 15 

December 2013 subject to a ‘fair usage clause’. 3 

Fair usage clause ‘to prevent anomalous or abusive usage of retail roaming services, roaming providers may 

apply a ‘fair use clause’ to the consumption of regulated retail roaming services provided at the applicable domestic 

price level, by reference to fair use criteria. These criteria shall be applied in such a way that consumers are in a 

position to confidently replicate the typical domestic consumption pattern associated with their respective domestic 

retail packages while periodically travelling within the Union.’ 

4 

The Commission has introduced a new distortion in Europe’s telecoms single market. When connected to 

a local network abroad consumers are ask to pay the costs/fees of their home network up to a fair usage 

limit and punitive roaming rates when they exceed the limit. Does this make any sense? 

6 

So while periodically travelling within the Union consumers shall pay domestic rates for their voice, SMS 

and mobile data usage up to the fair usage limit and regulated euro tariff retail roaming charges for usage 

that exceeds the limit. That is €200 per Gigabyte!   
5 
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NO. Consumers from data progressive market such as the Nordics and UK could still 

pay a hefty price to use smartphones in protected markets like Germany   

Connected Continent – Data roaming is not really abolished!  

Finnish average mobile data consumption per capita ≈ 4 GB/month or 1 GB/week 

European average mobile data consumption per capita ≈ 0.4GB/month or 0.1/GB/week  

German average mobile data consumption per capita ≈  0.2GB/month or 0.05GB/week 
1 

So if a Finnish consumer spends a week in Germany and uses 2GB on its smartphone how much will his/her fair 

usage roaming bill be?  

€0 since it is normal for many Finnish mobile centric users to consume 2GB in a week on their unlimited 

data smartphone connections i.e. fair usage limit has not been exceeded 

€200 fair usage limit exceeded by 1,000MB x 0.20/MB euro-data retail tariff  i.e. fair usage limit is set as 

the average daily/weekly/monthly usage in the consumer’s home country  

€380 fair usage limit exceeded by 1,900MB x 0.20/MB euro-data retail tariff  i.e. fair usage limit is set as 

the average daily/weekly/monthly usage across the Union   

€390 fair usage limit exceeded by 1,950MB x 0.20/MB euro-data retail tariff  i.e. fair usage limit is set as 

the average daily/weekly/monthly usage across the Union  

2 

2 GB per week is not anomalous in Finland but it is definitely anomalous in Europe’s protected markets 

where EU’s incumbents are collectively keeping the price open mobile internet gigabytes prohibitively 

expensive. 

3 
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Connected Continent – Roaming, the electricity analogy 

A Single Market for telecoms is a market where pan-European large scale retail providers could buy wholesale 

mobile access from hundreds of local mobile networks in EU28 at a price that is proportional to the local 

production cost and offer it on retail to any European consumer irrespective of location of residence or 

location of use at a single pan-European price.     

A Finnish consumer that resides in Finland, when in Finland obtains access to the electricity networks by 

concluding a contract with a retail provider and by connecting to a local distribution network. 1 

When in Germany for pleasure or business (less than 6 months), if electricity is not included in the place where 

he/she temporary resides (e.g. hotel) the consumer must enter into an agreement with a retail provider that is 

present in Germany and connect to a local German distribution network through its retail provider. 
2 

So the Finnish consumer is free to select any retail electricity  provider that offers services on the place where the 

consumer request such service (such provider could be pan-European) but it could only connect to the local 

distribution network and thus must pay a price which is dictated and proportional to the costs of that network. 
3 

Why connecting to a local mobile internet access network is any different from connecting to a local electricity 

access network ? Why should the Finnish electricity provider control the access choice and fees for Finnish 

consumers when abroad. Well decoupling i.e. Regulation (EU) No 531/2012 breaks this link/distortion by allowing 

consumers to conclude a contract with any provider when abroad and pay the local provider dictated rates    

4 

However, decoupling is much, much more than roaming. It is about consumer control exercised by mobile 

operators through SIM exclusivity. Decoupling allows consumers to select another (roaming) provider on 

the same SIM. In theory nothing stops that provider to offer service to the consumer also in his home 

country either through his own MNO subsidiary or through an MVNO presence.  

5 

Decoupling is the most potent instrument that has the potential to tear down the artificial barriers erected 

by mobile operators and deliver a European Single Market for telecoms.  6 
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Section E 

Relevant markets – Are they any longer 

relevant? 
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Relevant markets – Telcos like fragmented markets 

Yes, in Finland that features the most progressive and competitive mobile market consumers 

enjoy open unrestricted  internet access on any devise both in fixed and mobile networks. 

On the 24th of January 2014 the Commission published the draft revised Recommendation on Relevant Markets. 

We found the recommendation on relevant markets and the explanatory note to be fairly sound and objective. 1 

Terminating voice calls on fixed and mobile networks and fixed (DSL&fibre) broadband access are the 

recommended relevant markets. Any new relevant market proposed during the stakeholder input process? Yes, few 

unconvincing cases were made but unfortunately their motive was promoting private business interests rather than 

safeguarding competition.  

2 

Converged (fixed & mobile) telcos should not be allowed to erect artificial barriers in protected markets that deprive 

consumers choice and prevent them from gaining seamless and affordable access to the open internet. Such 

barriers include a) blocking & trotting of 3rd party apps b) overpricing open mobile internet by overly restricting 

affordable GB end-user allowance c) applying discriminatory volume based prices to own and 3rd party apps (zero-

rating) d) applying discriminatory up 20 times higher GB volume prices for data used on smartphones versus 

tablets, etc. e) reserving most licensed spectrum capacity for own and their partners app thus depriving all 3rd party 

open interne apps from capacity f) restricting the use of apps and services over different devices or restricting the 

use of smartphones as modems g) preventing substitution by abusing ‘collective dominance’ i.e. bundling or 

restricting mobile broadband    

4 

So is there any national market in Europe today where consumers are offered an unrestricted anytime, 

anywhere, and on any device open internet access by telcos? 5 

End-user relevant retail forward-looking market; Open internet access anytime, anywhere and on any device 
3 
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Relevant markets – Customer is king i.e. It’s needs define market 

Nearly all end-user traffic is wireless at the point of use and nearly all traffic is carried 

by fibre/microwave backhaul that moves towards (closer) the end-user.  

The consumer end-user perspective; unrestricted anytime, anywhere and on any device open 

internet access 
Consumers when at home they want all their devices (smartphones, tablets, TVs, etc) to be wirelessly 

connected to the open internet 

Consumers want all applications/content to be available TO ALL devices, ANYWHERE (e.g. DNA Finland 

MobileTV). That is also true when they travel inside EU. So digital content must also be available 

ANYWHERE inside the EU without restrictions   

Consumers have no preference to weather their devices are connected to the open internet through a 

fixed (WiFi/fixed network) or mobile (MiFi/mobile LTE) connection   

When on the move they want the same. Seamless open internet access, ANYWHERE 

 

 

1 

The wholesale (retail downstream) perspective; €/GByte ~ €/kWh 
Nearly all end-user traffic is carried over by wireless networks (licensed HSPA/LTE + unlicensed WiFi) 

End-users are consuming Gigabytes over the open internet access utility networks the same way they 

consume kWh over the electricity access networks by using a device/apparatus of their choice 

If electricity utilities are not allowed to charge different kWh rates for heavy duty air-conditioners versus 

energy efficient light bulbs why would telcos be allowed to charge more for a Gigabyte on smartphones 

versus data-only devices or even discriminate by zero-rating their own applications?  

DSL/fibre, cable, converged, mobile-only and WiFi-only operators will be competing in the future to sell 

wireless Gigabytes to consumers (end-users) in geographical areas where they are present 

 FTTB is backhaul reaching the end-user. FTTB not very different from a fibre connected small LTE cell   

2 
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Relevant markets – Should ex-ante regulations in fixed internet 

connectivity be lifted? 

European Union must incorporate provisions in antitrust, merger and relevant market 

regulations that addresses the conflict from owing parallel competing network infrastructure. 

*In case there are mobile backhaul or other wholesale bottlenecks NRAs could apply the three criteria test and define a relevant wholesale market 

Across national territories or parts thereof access obligations to fixed broadband networks (DSL/fibre) could be 

lifted under the following conditions; 

Consumers have access to unbundled, competitively priced, equivalent open internet access offers on 

alternative LTE (cable ?) independent networks 

Unbundled: LTE offer must be fully substitutive and not bundled with fixed internet connectivity 

Competitively priced: DNA in Finland; €20 for LTE 150Mbps & €35 for fixed 100Mbps vs Deutsche 

Telekom (T-Mobile) in Germany; €68 for LTE 150Mbps & €35 for fixed 100Mbps 

Equivalent: DNA in Finland; Unlimited volume both on DNA LTE and fixed internet connectivity  

connections while Deutsche Telekom offers unlimited volume in fixed but only 30GB in LTE 

Independent networks: . If LTE and fixed (DSL/fibre/cable) broadband networks are controlled by  friendly 

converged operators competition between alternative platforms will be suppressed. So at least one LTE 

operator  must be mobile only and have an incentive to put its adequate LF & HF spectrum assets in full 

use. If all 3 or 4 players in a market have already become converged operators, policy makers/NRAs 

should introduce the Single Gas & Electricity market provisions of “use-it-or-lose-it” on spectrum 

1 

A conflict of interest arises from ownership of alternative competing infrastructure platforms. What would be the 

Member State/Commission’s position if Gazprom or the Saudis were to take controlling stakes in key European 

renewable energy suppliers? Wouldn’t the Saudis try to bundle rather than substitute their fossil fuel with 

renewable energy, to protect the price level and their legacy investments? 

   

2 

If EU is serious about infrastructure based competition it should not turn a blind eye to the controversial 

issue of few friendly telcos owning all parallel competing networks.  3 
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Section F 

Consolidation –   

What is really behind it and will it increase 

investment in open internet infrastructure? 
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Pillar 1 

Complete in-market consolidations 

Pillar 3 

Legalise price discrimination for own 

apps 

All club members should share interests for: 

• preserve historic high ROCE 

• protecting valuation of fixed-line assets 

• aspirations for content (media, cloud) business 

(zero-rating own apps) 

 

Eliminate  (acquire) potentially non-conforming  

“maverick” parallel infrastructures 

• mobile-only operators 

• Bit-pipe centric operators (e.g. Municipality 

owned internet access utilities)  

Ensure that net neutrality laws, if any, do not ban 

price discrimination (speed, priority, QoS, volume)  

over fixed and mobile networks 

Pillar 2 

Cement dominant market positions 

Lobby for new spectrum rules 

• Positively discriminating larger telcos 

• Extending expiring spectrum licences 

• Increasing minium spectrum license duration to 

25y 

Members only 

digital economy 

& media club 

Epic battle between big telcos and big OTTs (Googles Facebooks, Microsofts and Apples) to 

control the internet economy & media, curtail competition and deprive consumers’ free choice. 

Goal is to turn the open internet economy & media into a members only digital economy & 

media club. 

Cosolidation – What is really behind it? 

Open internet economy & media 
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Consolidation – In-market consolidation motives 

In-market consolidation will wipe out genuine infrastructure based competition and concentrate 

control of all parallel fixed & mobile infrastructures in the hands of few friendly operators. 

To preserve the unsustainably high (i.e. for digital utilities) historic ROCE levels of more than 20%. Consolidation 

will make the revenue pie bigger for its of the remaining  MNOs. On top of that consolidation, as we shown in 

Austria, will lead to higher prices. Higher mobile open internet access prices will harm consumers and slow 

down the growth of the digital economy. Higher prices will slow down adoption, suppress usage, and curtail e-

commerce growth.  

1 

To protect their fixed-line (DSL/FTTB/FFTH) asset valuations and revenues from mobile challengers willing to put 

their spectrum into use and grab a share of the fixed-line open internet access market 
2 

However, what telcos really hope is that consolidation would allow them to grab a share of the over-the-top (OTT) 

video, cloud, payTV and social-media business which are going mobile. But how would telcos become the 

gatekeepers and foreclose these lucrative OTT markets? 

 By overpricing mobile open internet access (severely restrict the affordable Gigabyte volume 

allowance). This is already happening today in the German mobile market even though there are currently 

four MNOs. Smallest share challenger operators, eager to grow their market share and fill up their network 

have every incentive to offer to consumers what they are looking to buy; affordable net-neutral open 

mobile internet access. 

 By exempting, discounting, sponsoring, rebating or zero-rating the volume from the end-users allowance 

that their own or their OTT partner’s applications generate thus placing all 3rd party apps at a competitive 

disadvantage. 

3 

What if electricity access providers such as eDf  start zero-rating the kWh consumption  of their own 

labelled and sold air-conditioners to grab Samsung’s and Sanyo’s business? Is there any doubt that 

consumers will be deprived from choice and forced to buy the zero-rated eDf  air-conditioners? Is it ok if 

electricity or open internet access utility providers abusively use their access power to grab all business 

that run over or rely upon their networks ? 

4 
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Consolidation –  Will it increase investment in infrastrucutre? 

Member States could promote infrastructure investment by trading a share of their spectrum 

revenues for concrete investment pledges on coverage, capacity and spectrum usage (GB/MHz). 

The European Commission DG CNECT in a 2007 paper argued that competition drives investment in the ICT 

sector http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/doc/factsheets/tr5-investment.pdf 

 “European investment particular in telecoms has been as high as, if not higher than in the US and Asia in 

recent years. These developments were only possible thanks to effective telecoms rules, stimulating 

competition and innovation... Investment  and innovation are strongest where there is effective competition 

between infrastructures... Countries with greater competition consistently show better investment figures.” 

1 

The authors of a European Commission DG Internal Policies 2013 study argued that competition can stimulate 

incentives to invest  http://regioeuropa.net/files/EST97390_1.pdf 

 “Competition policy plays an important role for economic growth by promoting growth drivers such as 

productivity, innovation, investments, and low prices. We have shown how competition stimulates growth 

through three channels: Resource efficiency, entry/exit, and innovation. We also discussed how 

competition can stimulate incentives to invest – and we have argued that all these effects are enhanced 

when competition takes place on wider markets. Finally, we have argued that competition leads to lower 

prices, including lower input prices, lower costs, and more economic activity in follow-on markets.” 

2 

If Member States would like to see higher investment in infrastructure rather than relaxing consolidation 

rules and harm competition and consumers they should trade-in a share of their lucrative spectrum 

auction proceeds for concrete and irrevocable investment pledges on infrastructure. Such pledges of 

monetary investment, coverage, capacity and spectrum usage minimum targets shall be measurable and 

regulators shall have the power to withdraw licenses if thresholds are not met  

3 
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Consolidation – Is 4 mobile operators too many and 3 too few?  

The approval of mergers that reduce the number of mobile network operators e.g. Telefonica/E-

Plus in Germany should be conditioned on the actual market entry of a new credible 

independent challenger MNO. If no such entry materialized such mergers must be blocked. 
For more details please see Rewheel’s Telefonica/E-Plus merger analysis available at http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/ 

How many profitable mobile network operators can a national market sustain? 5, 4, 3 or 2? There is no correct 

answer to this question. It depends, on almost everything; size, geography, density, business models, capital 

efficiency, network efficiency, demand, supply, purchase power, operator ownership, target profitability, etc.     

1 

So should policy makers, regulators and competition authorities set hard targets on max or min number of 

operators or operator profitability as WIK-Consult has suggested. God NO.   
2 

So what policy makers & regulators should do? They should lower the barriers of entry and encourage the entry of 

new network operators by setting aside spectrum on terms that may enable new players with viable business 

model to emerge. It should be left to the market forces (private investors) to judge if there is room for a profitable 

new infrastructure entry.    

3 

And how do policy makers & regulators can protect consumers from opportunistic new entrants that base their 

returns not on long term (over the licence duration) organic growth but on a short term exit i.e. buy reserved 

spectrum assets cheap and market share by selling below cost and then sell back to your in-market competitors? 

Simply by requiring all players to hand-back by default their spectrum holdings in cases of in-market consolidation.  

4 

And what about existing operators (no.4s) that entered the market under the assumption that few years down the 

line there will be only 3 players and competition will ease? 
6 

 If a market structure supports profitably 4 network operators (i.e. no “failing firm” defence can be argued 

and efficiencies are not proven) why will competition authorities grant approval to concentrations that are 

certain to lead to a significant impediment of effective competition? So the remaining operators could raise 

prices in order to pay out higher dividend! 

7 
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Competitive, open 

mobile internet access 

We think it should be 

Europe’s top priority. 

For our policy recommendations, 

visit: dfmonitor.eu/insights 
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Thank you 

dfmonitor.eu 

Follow us on Twitter: @dfmonitor 


